
Valli's theatre crammed, collection for Ring 14 association. 
40 years celebreted very well for the "Monte Cusna "choir-singer 

 
REGGIO . It has been a real success that achieved from the "Monte Cusna" 'choir 

in occasion of the concert of Saturday at Valli' s theatre to celebreted the 
40 years of life. To wait for the choir element, a theatre full and strait 
around a choral born in our city and in 4 decade to activity has knew to 
deserve respect. 18 are the popular lyric in rough draft, mainly blinded at 
the North montain tradition, carry out by 4 voices whit some soloist blow 
perfects results. To direct the choir, since 1975, is Giancarlo Guidetti, a 
doctor profession but on the stage has given all of himself. To follow the 
tradition  current of popular lyric, therefore, the Monte Cusna's choir has 
started the first share of concert with some songs of Trentino at vague 
melancholy taste and bind at the life-styles of the first years of the 
twentieth century. Throughout the second share, instead, the outstanding 
theme has been the love, and beside typical lyrics of Alto-Adige have been 
well insert passage of Piemonte and of Valle d'Aosta, ask for the public whit 
big voices again and carry out again from that choir. The yield more 
significant the performance(evening) has been the speech of Stefania 
Azzali, president from international Ring 14 association, who across an 
agreement that show eingaged the Lions of Reggio, has been the 
consignee of the evening-proceeds. The association is devoted to support 
all the family who live whit a soon who of Ring 14 syndrome( from the type 
of chromosome)suffering. It is a matter of a rare genetics disease which 
strike the children and against which  the medical research raise shy step 
just because  rare and as if unknown. On the stage have gone up also the 
chairmen Giuseppe Davoli for Commons of Reggio and Ferruccio Silvetti for 
the Province, whom have given a memory name-plate to the choral, 
withdrawal from the president Cesare Grappi. It has just been Grappi, 
lawier to profession and choir-singer in first line, to thank  the whole town 
at the end of the concert, has confirmed  like the authenticy of the choral 
still were unchanged during this 40 years of life. Amid the public, 
uncountable also the ex choir-singer who are by around the new choirs-
singer, besides an a large rapresentative of the choir of Sat of Trento, that 
in this way has wanted legitimate at all the groups of Reggio 
professionality. What with, the strong bond that unite the Monte Cusna' s 
choir a the whole town of Reggio, is given evidence to the each year, at 
Christmas time, which homage a the city the choral to take part at the 
principal mass in the Church of Giacomo and Filippo Saints in Roma street 
and for this occasion to recall the congregation also to the near parisch. 
And to judge from the success achieved Saturday evening, there is not to 
amazed-us.     

   


